Notrax® – Mats for Professional Use offers a range of ergonomic, entrance, anti-fatigue, and safety mats for industrial, commercial and food service environments. Today, Notrax® is recognized as one of the largest integrated manufacturers of floor matting products in the world.
Notrax® Collection
Anti-slip
Matting designed to provide added traction through aggressive surface patterns and textures

Floor protection
Absorbs impact, reduces breakage and protects floors

Modular system
Interlocking mats allow for easy on site customization and configurations

Insulation
Protects against cold floors, vibrations and noise

Heavy traffic
Recommended for use in heavy traffic entranceways

Anti-fatigue
Matting that alleviates food pressure, stimulates blood circulation and helps reduce stress on the neck and lower back

Medium traffic
Recommended for use in medium traffic entranceways

Custom
Mats available in custom sizes and/or lengths

Outdoor use
Heavy-duty construction designed to act as a first line of defense against tracked-in dirt by scraping, soil and moisture from shoes

Oil/Grease
Matting suitable for contact with oils, grease and animals fats

Drainage
Open construction matting allows for liquids and debris to pass through, providing secure footing in wet environments

Cleaning
Suitable for cleaning with high pressure (hot) power-washer

Food processing
Matting suitable for use in food processing, plants/area where exposure, greases and oils are common

Food service
Matting suitable for use in kitchen, bars and other food service area

Welding
Matting designed to withstand exposure to sparks in areas where welding takes place

Cold resistant
Material formulated to withstand freezing temperatures

Fire retardant
Matting designed to resist the spread of fire and withstand heat, tested and certified by independent laboratories

Anti-static
Formulated to absorb static electricity
040 Slabmat Carré

Features & Benefits
- Indestructible
- Shock Absorbing
- 3ft x 3ft tiles
- Tough rubber compound
- Overall thickness: 1/2" thick

The Slabmat Carré is a durable product designed for dry areas where heavy industrial equipment is stored. It is also suitable for gyms, weight rooms, skating rinks, golf courses, trailers and stables. This indestructible rubber mat absorbs shock from falling objects and protects floors as well as equipment. The textured top surface provides traction and limits slip hazards. These interlocking mats allow on-site customization. Units of 3ft x 3ft tiles can be easily laid out from wall to wall or as islands, in any shape or direction. If it is necessary to add bevelling be sure to allow outside and inside corners.

Available Colors: Black

041 Slabmat Carré Safety Ramps

Features & Benefits
- 100% tough rubber compound
- Beveled edges prevent tripping.

Available Colors: Black, Yellow

Male and Female Slabmat Carré Safety Ramps are available in black and yellow. At 3 ft long, they create a smart safety bevelling solution that minimizes trip hazards. When adding bevels be sure to allow for an outside and inside corner.
117 Heritage Rib®

**Features & Benefits**

Heavier-weight double rib high/low design - performs the scraping function of the mat (Note: ribs run length of mat)

- 24 ounces of needle-punched yarn per square yard
- Overall thickness of 3/8 inch to perform in narrow clearance doorways
- Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
- Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

This medium to heavy traffic entrance mat is intended for areas that need extra moisture retention and scraping action and has 33% more carpet than many competitors’ “best” rib mats.

**Available Colors:** Red/Black, Charcoal, Brown, Grey, Hunter Green

---

118 Arrow Trax™

**Features & Benefits**

High/low herringbone carpet design is attractive and functional - Scrapes debris and channels it away from shoes regardless of traffic flow

- 38 ounces of needle-punched yarn per square yard provides the highest degree of crush resistance in heavy traffic areas
- Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environment
- Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

Arrow Trax™ mats provide exceptional performance in highly visible areas that require a subtly attractive yet functional matting product.

**Available Colors:** Charcoal, Autumn Brown, Grey, Burgundy, Hunter Green
119 Arrow Trax™ Antimicrobial

**Available Colors:** Charcoal, Autumn Brown, Hunter Green

**Features & Benefits**

- Antimicrobial formula resists most Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria
- High/low herringbone carpet design is attractive and functional - Scrapes debris and channels it away from shoes regardless of traffic flow
- 38 ounces of needle-punched yarn per square yard provides the highest degree of crush resistance in heavy traffic areas
- Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement

Offers all of the same durability, functional benefits, and aesthetic appeal as the original. Intended for use in high traffic areas.

125 Evergreen Diamond™

**Available Colors:** Brown, Blue, Charcoal, Gold

**Features & Benefits**

- Carpet fibres made from 100% recycled material
- 25 ounce tufted loop pile carpet for increased moisture retention
- 3/8 inch overall thickness for use in narrow clearance doorways
- Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
- Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)
131 Dante™

Features & Benefits
Densely tufted cut-pile Decalon® construction - A step above the look-alikes and provides much greater moisture retention
24 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard
3/8 inch overall thickness for use in narrow clearance doorways
Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
Custom lengths available (3', 4', and 6' widths)

Available Colors: Navy, Red/Back, Hunter Green, Burgundy, Brown, Charcoal

132 Estes™

Features & Benefits
Fashionable high-low looped pile Decalon® yarn
33 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard
Colors coordinate with #139 Boulevard™ for an upscale entrance matting system
Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
Custom lengths available (3', 4', and 6' widths)

Available Colors: Navy, Charcoal, Brown, Red/Black, Hunter Green, Burgundy
136 Polynib™

**Available Colors:** Charcoal, Slate Blue, Brown, Hunter Green, Grey

**Features & Benefits**
- Tightly nabbed loop construction entraps debris and hides it for an always elegant appearance
- 24 ounces of needle-punched yarn per square yard
- 1/4 inch overall thickness for use in narrow clearance doorways
- Vinyl backing in corresponding colors helps reduce mat movement
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
- Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

137 Opera™

**Available Colors:** Burgundy, Brown, Hunter Green, Charcoal Black, Gray, Blue

**Features & Benefits**
- All yarns are color-coordinated to combine beauty with functionality
- Dense combination of scraping and absorbent yarns ensure maximum performance
- 3/8 inch overall thickness for use in narrow clearance doorways
- Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
138 Uptown™

**Available Colors:** Navy, Charcoal, Brown, Red/Black, Hunter Green, Burgundy

**Features & Benefits**

High/low looped pile design provides functionality for drying and retaining moisture and debris

40 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard

Colors coordinate with #139 Boulevard™ for an upscale entrance matting system

Vinyl backing in corresponding colors helps reduce mat movement

Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments

Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

---

139 Boulevard™

**Available Colors:** Navy, Charcoal, Brown, Red/Black, Hunter Green, Burgundy

**Features & Benefits**

High-low wave design of alternating Decalon® drying yarn and Decalon® yarn wrapped with tough mono-filament for ultra-aggressive scraping

40 ounces of tufted Decalon® yarn per square yard

Colors coordinate with #138 Uptown™ for an upscale entrance matting system

Vinyl backing in corresponding colors helps reduce mat movement

Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments

Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)
141 Ovation™

**Features & Benefits**

Generously tufted Decalon® looped pile construction
This mat is the third section of the OPERA™ mat
Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
Can be used as a stand-alone mat, or as the third section (Drying) of the “Stages” entrance matting system
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments (When used as part of the “Stages” system)
Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Brown, Black, Burgundy, Gray, Blue

145 Preference™

**Features & Benefits**

A combination of scraping and looped pile Decalon® drying yarns in a mini-checked pattern
Vinyl backing in corresponding colors helps reduce mat movement
Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Brown, Blue, Hunter Green, Burgundy, Red/Black, Charcoal
146 Encore™

**Available Colors:** Brown, Black, Burgundy, Gray, Blue

**Features & Benefits**
- A combination of scraping and looped pile Decalon® drying yarns in a linear pattern
- Vinyl backing helps reduce mat movement
- Can be used as a stand-alone mat, or as the second section (Scraping & Drying) of the “Stages” entrance mat system
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments (When used as part of the “Stages” system)
- Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

---

150 Aqua Trap®

**Available Colors:** Burgundy, Brown, Slate Blue, Grey, Hunter Green, Charcoal, Red/Black

**Features & Benefits**
- Molded bubble pattern facilitates scraping and drying
- Aqua Dam™ border retains moisture and debris
- Carpet-to-the-edge construction to blend with its surroundings
- Anti-Microbial carpet treatment stops bacteria and germs at the entrance
- 26 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard
- Rubber underside cleat design resists mat slippage
- Available in continuous lengths up to 60 feet
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
- Custom lengths available (3’, and 4’ widths)
161 Barrier Rib™

**Available Colors:** Burgundy, Brown, Slate Blue, Gray, Hunter Green, Charcoal, Red/Black

**Features & Benefits**
- Molded dual-ridge cross-rib pattern (A NoTrax® exclusive) facilitates scraping and drying
- Aqua Dam™ border retains moisture and debris
- Carpet-to-the-edge construction to blend with its surroundings
- Anti-Microbial carpet treatment stops bacteria and germs at the entrance
- 26 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard
- Rubber underside cleat design resists mat slippage
- Available in continuous lengths up to 60 feet
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
- Custom lengths available (3’, and 4’ widths)

166 Guzzler™

**Available Colors:** Burgundy, Brown, Slate Blue, Hunter Green, Charcoal, Red/Black

**Features & Benefits**
- High/low waffle pattern facilitates scraping and keeps moisture and debris away from foot traffic
- Raised rubber border on all 4 sides traps moisture and debris for easy removal
- Molded rubber cleats on the bottom of the mat grip underlying surfaces and minimize mat movement
- 26 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard
- 3/8 inch overall thickness for use in narrow clearance doorways
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
167 Portrait™

Available Colors: Burgundy, Brown, Slate Blue, Hunter Green, Charcoal

Features & Benefits

High/low parquet pattern facilitates scraping and keeps moisture and debris away from foot traffic
Raised rubber border on all 4 sides traps moisture and debris for easy removal
Molded rubber cleats on the underside of the mat grip underlying surfaces and minimize mat movement
26 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard
3/8 inch overall thickness for use in narrow clearance doorways
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments

168 Opus™

Available Colors: Burgundy, Brown, Slate Blue, Hunter Green, Charcoal

Features & Benefits

High/low diamond pattern facilitates scraping and keeps moisture and debris away from foot traffic
Raised rubber border on all 4 sides traps moisture and debris for easy removal
Molded rubber cleats on the underside of the mat grip underlying surfaces and minimize mat movement
26 ounces of tufted yarn per square yard
3/8 inch overall thickness for use in narrow clearance doorways
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
Features & Benefits

Combines the classic look of an upscale rug with the function and durability of a high performance entrance mat
24 ounces of twisted nylon fibre per square yard provides superb moisture absorption and retention
A heavyweight non-slip backing ensures minimum movement
Vibrant color designs that won’t fade • 3/8 inch overall thickness

Available Colors: Sapphire, Emerald, Burgundy, Mocha

Features & Benefits

Dye-injection process for long lasting, vibrant color
Color palette of 22 base colors
Anti-slip backing to minimize mat movement
24 ounces of cut-pile nylon yarn per square yard provides increased moisture retention
Custom sizes available, minimum quantity required (Call Customer Service for details)
Safety Message mats make your safety message loud and clear while keeping facilities cleaner and safer.

Features & Benefits
14 pre-printed messages to choose from
Highly visible colors and graphics for immediate identification
24 ounce nylon top surface provides excellent moisture absorption and retention
Heavy duty vinyl backing reduces mat movement
Select messages also available in Spanish
231 Prelude™

Features & Benefits
A coarse loop-twisted non-absorbent fibre to scrape and retain debris from foot traffic
This mat is the first section of the OPERA™ mat
A heavyweight vinyl non-slip backing ensures minimum movement
Can be used as a stand-alone mat, or as the first section (Scraping) of the “Stages” entrance matting system
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments (when used as part of the “Stages” system)
Custom lengths available (3’, 4’, and 6’ widths)

Available Colors: Brown, Black, Burgundy, Grey, Blue

265 Wayfarer™

Features & Benefits
Vinyl-looped construction traps dirt and moisture while scraping debris
Color-coordinated thick vinyl backing to resist mat movement
Factory compressed borders
Designed to dry quickly and resist mildew
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
Custom lengths available (3’, and 4’ widths)

Available Colors: Grey, Black, Brown, Leaf Green, Navy
**266 Wayfarer™ Custom**

**Features & Benefits**

- Heavy-duty vinyl-looped construction traps dirt and moisture while scraping debris
- Open un-backed design allows moisture and dirt to pass through the mat
- Factory compressed borders
- Designed to dry quickly and resist mildew
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
- Custom lengths available (3’, and 4’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Grey, Black, Brown, Leaf Green, Navy

---

**267 Wayfarer™ Custom HD**

**Features & Benefits**

- Heavy-duty vinyl-looped construction traps dirt and moisture while scraping debris
- Thick vinyl backing to resist mat movement
- Factory compressed borders
- Designed to dry quickly and resist mildew
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
- Custom lengths available (3’, and 4’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Grey, Black, Brown, Leaf Green, Navy
323 Smart Step™ wArrow Trax™

Features & Benefits
- Alternating rows of ribbed vinyl and carpet strips scrape and dry the foot traffic
- 38 ounce per square yard Arrow Trax™ carpet matting strips
- Can be used in foyer recess - depth of 3/8" to 1/2" – allow 9/16" door clearance
- Can be placed directly on floor – allow 9/16" door clearance
- Perforated vinyl sections available to facilitate drainage (recommended for recess areas only)
- Mat is factory assembled to your custom size specification
- Orders must be accompanied by a sketch clearly indicating width, length and direction of traffic flow
- All mats larger than 12 feet by 22 feet will be made in 2 or more sections
- Vinyl tiles made from 100% recycled PVC

Available Colors: Autumn Brown, Charcoal Black, Gray, Hunter Green

325 Smart Step™ wDecalon®

Features & Benefits
- Alternating rows of ribbed vinyl and carpet strips scrape and dry the foot traffic
- Cut pile Decalon® carpet matting strips
- Can be used in foyer recess - depth of 3/8" to 1/2" – allow 9/16" door clearance
- Can be placed directly on floor – allow 9/16" door clearance
- Perforated vinyl sections available to facilitate drainage (recommended for recess areas only)
- Mat is factory assembled to your custom size specification
- Orders must be accompanied by a sketch clearly indicating width, length and direction of traffic flow
- All mats larger than 12 feet by 22 feet will be made in 2 or more sections
- Vinyl tiles made from 100% recycled PVC

Available Colors: Burgundy, Brown, Black, Gray, Blue
340 Soil Guard™

Available Colors: Black

Features & Benefits
Heavy-duty, durable rubber compound withstands harsh weather
Low profile for door clearance / cart traffic
Raised bar design scrapes debris from shoe traffic
Easy to clean – simply hose off
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments

345 Rubber Brush™

Available Colors: Black

Features & Benefits
Tough, SBR rubber remains flexible while withstanding extreme cold
Thousands of flexible rubber fingers sweep shoes clean
Suction cups on underside help to minimize mat movement
Molded bevelled edging on all 4 sides creates a retention dam to trap moisture
Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
346 Sani-Trax®

**Available Colors:** Black

**Features & Benefits**
- Tough rubber compound resists most chemicals and variations in temperature
- Thick containment border allows mat to hold a full gallon of disinfectant solution
- Thousands of flexible rubber fingers provide scrubbing action
- Suction cups on underside help to minimize mat movement

---

350 Soil Guard W Grip-Step™

**Available Colors:** Black

**Features & Benefits**
- Heavy-duty, durable rubber compound withstands harsh weather
- Low profile for door clearance / cart traffic
- Raised bar design scrapes debris from shoe traffic
- Grit surface for added traction
- Easy to clean – simply hose off
- Recommended product as a part of the GreenTRAX™ program for “Green Cleaning” environments
370 Master Trax™

Features & Benefits
- Oversized product for high traffic entrances & foyers
- 52 ounces of needle punch yarn per square yard
- 100% solution dyed UV stabilized polypropylene fibers
- Berber design carpet surface
- Heat-sealed borders are standard - Optional beveled edge borders are available for a more gradual transition
- Available in a wide variety of classic and aesthetically pleasing colors to match any decor
- Non-skid rubber backing to help minimize mat movement
- Can be used for recessed areas

Available Colors: Burgundy, Hunter Green, Charcoal, Navy, Light Brown, Dark Brown, Grey, Red/Black*Note: Additional colors available upon request

406 Razorback™ w/Dyna-Shield®

Features & Benefits
- NoTrax® exclusive Dyna-Shield® top surface manufactured directly into the mat for long lasting protection
- Outperforms competitive products in tear resistance and tensile strength - extends service life by as much as 50%
- Corrugated top surface texture with ribs that run side-to-side for added traction and is easy to sweep clean
- All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards
- Custom lengths available (2', 3', and 4' widths)

Available Colors: Grey, Black, Black/Yellow
Features & Benefits

Individual tile size: 19.69" x 19.69"

Designed for use in large format areas and custom flooring applications

52 ounces of needle punch yarn per square yard

100% solution dyed UV stabilized polypropylene fibers

Berber design carpet surface

Available in a wide variety of classic and aesthetically pleasing colors to match any decor

Carton size: 12 tiles / 32.5 sq. ft.

Master Trax™ Tiles can stand up to the heaviest traffic areas such as hospitals, schools, airports, and office buildings. Tiles come in a wide variety of classic fashionable colors.
Master Guard™ is the ultimate heavy-duty indoor/outdoor logo mat. With 52 ounces of needle-punch yarn per square yard and a stylish berber carpet surface, Master Guard™ promotes your brand or message in the heaviest traffic areas. An all-weather non-skid backing, and UV stable polypropylene fibers allow for use outdoors, and high profile vinyl edging is available to reduce trip hazards.

**Features & Benefits**
- All-weather indoor/outdoor mat with a non-skid backing
- Designed for use in large format/high traffic entrances
- 52 ounces of needle punch yarn per square yard
- 100% solution dyed UV stabilized polypropylene fibers
- Berber design carpet surface
- Heavy-duty edging reduces trip hazards and keeps mat flat and in position
**410 Airug® Disposable**

**Available Colors:** Grey

**Features & Benefits**
- Smaller individual size (2’ x 2’) allows for multiple mats to be used at a single time
- Closed cell foam relieves leg and back discomfort
- Provides barrier to cold floors
- Ribbed surface texture provides good traction for surgical booties
- All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards
- Individually wrapped for cleaner more efficient storage

Packaging: 8-pack

The Airug® disposable surgical mat is an anti-fatigue floor mat that offers comfort and relief from leg and back pain during long surgical procedures. Surgeons and operating room staff routinely stand for extended periods of time without any anti-fatigue or ergonomic support.

**413 Blade Runner™ w/Dyna-Shield®**

**Available Colors:** Grey, Black, Black/Yellow

**Features & Benefits**
- NoTrax® exclusive Dyna-Shield® top surface manufactured directly into the mat for long lasting protection
- Outperforms competitive products in tear resistance and tensile strength - extends service life by as much as 50%
- Corrugated top surface texture with ribs that run with the mat for added traction and is easy to sweep clean
- All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards

Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, and 4’ widths)

Designed for use in medium duty dry work areas such as labs, packaging stations, and shipping departments where traffic flows along the length of the mat.
415 Pebble Step Sof-Tred™ w/Dyna-Shield®

**Features & Benefits**
- NoTrax® exclusive Dyna-Shield® top surface manufactured directly into the mat for long lasting protection.
- Outperforms competitive products in tear resistance and tensile strength - extends service life by as much as 50%.
- Pebble-embossed non-directional top surface for added traction and is easy to sweep clean.
- All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards.
- Custom lengths available (2', 3', and 4' widths).
- Designed for use in medium duty dry work areas.

**Available Colors:** Black, Black/Yellow

416 Sof-Tred™ Antimicrobial

**Features & Benefits**
- Antimicrobial formula resists most Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria.
- Closed cell foam relieves leg and back discomfort.
- Provides barrier to cold floors.
- Pebble-embossed non-directional top surface for added traction.
- Incorporates NoTrax® exclusive Dyna-Shield® top surface - increases tear resistance, tensile strength, and extends the service life of the mat by as much as 50%.
- Easy to wipe clean using most hospital grade cleaners and disinfectants.
- All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards.

**Available Colors:** Grey, Black, Black/Yellow
**Features & Benefits**

NoTrax® exclusive Dyna-Shield® top surface manufactured directly into the mat for long lasting protection.

Outperforms competitive products in tear resistance and tensile strength - extends service life by as much as 50%.

Bubble design top surface maximizes worker comfort.

All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards.

Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, and 4’ widths).

Designed for use in medium duty dry work areas such as labs, packaging stations, and shipping departments.

---

**Available Colors:** Grey, Black, Black/Yellow

---

**419 Diamond Sof-Tred™ w/Dyna-Shield®**

**Features & Benefits**

NoTrax® exclusive Dyna-Shield® top surface manufactured directly into the mat for long lasting protection.

Outperforms competitive products in tear resistance and tensile strength - extends service life by as much as 50%.

Non-directional diamond-plate top surface for added traction.

All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards.

Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, and 4’ widths).

Designed for use in medium duty dry work areas such as labs, packaging stations, and shipping departments.
420 Cushion-Dek™

**Features & Benefits**
Tough PVC compound molded with a raised pyramid design to enhance traction
Made from 100% recycled PVC
Slotted perforations (1/2" wide by 1-7/8" long) allow for moisture to drain from worker platform
Studded bottom surface raises mat and allows for channelling of moisture and continuous aeration

Available Colors: Black

---

422 Cush-Dek™ w/Grit-Step®

**Features & Benefits**
Tough PVC compound moulded with a raised pyramid design to enhance traction
Made from 100% recycled PVC
Slotted perforations (1/2" wide by 1-7/8" long) allow for moisture to drain from worker platform
Studded bottom surface raises mat and allows for channelling of moisture and continuous aeration
Grip-Step® - Thick gritted layer applied to the top surface for extremely slippery environments

Available Colors: Black
431 SkymasterHD® i-Curve™ Ramp Nitrile

**Features & Benefits**
- 100% nitrile rubber
- Bevelled edges prevent tripping
- Available in black and yellow
- For smart safety bevelling solutions to minimize risk of tripping

This nitrile ramp is designed for use with the SkymasterHD® i-Curve™ family of floor mats and provides a bevelled edge for easy access onto or off of the work platform. Made from a 100% nitrile base rubber compound these ramps are made for heavy duty dry industrial environments. All ramp lengths fit the male interlocking system of the mats.

**Available Colors:** Black, Yellow

440 Superfoam® Comfort

**Features & Benefits**
- Extra soft material for greater comfort and exceptional memory
- Made from a unique PVC/nitrile rubber foam blend that resists chemicals, greases, oils, and animal & vegetable fats
- High density material incorporates millions of tiny closed cells that won’t absorb liquids
- Aggressive texture on both top and bottom for added traction while keeping mat in place
- Extremely lightweight - easy to move for cleaning
- Easy to clean with a mild degreaser and is even dishwasher safe
- All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards
- Non-allergenic, Silicone – free compound
- Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, and 4’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Black
431 SkymasterHD® i-Curve™ Ramp Nitrile

Features & Benefits
- 100% nitrile rubber
- Bevelled edges prevent tripping
- Available in black and yellow
- For smart safety bevelling solutions to minimize risk of tripping

This nitrile ramp is designed for use with the SkymasterHD® i-Curve™ family of floor mats and provides a bevelled edge for easy access onto or off of the work platform. Made from a 100% nitrile base rubber compound these ramps are made for heavy duty dry industrial environments. All ramp lengths fit the male interlocking system of the mats.

Available Colors: Black, Yellow

440 Superfoam® Comfort- Perforated

Features & Benefits
- Extra soft material for greater comfort and exceptional memory
- Made from a unique PVC/nitrile rubber foam blend that resists chemicals, greases, oils, and animal & vegetable fats
- High density material incorporates millions of tiny closed cells that won't absorb liquids
- Aggressive texture on both top and bottom for added traction while keeping mat in place
- Extremely lightweight - easy to move for cleaning
- Easy to clean with a mild degreaser and is even dishwasher safe
- All four sides are beveled to minimize trip hazards
- Non-allergenic, Silicone – free compound
- Small hole perforations to facilitate the removal of liquids and debris from the work surface
- Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, and 4’ widths)

Available Colors: Black
447 Comfort-Eze™
Features & Benefits
Long-lasting rubber compound
Moulded bubble design - offset on the top and bottom of the mat for maximum comfort
All 4 sides feature a moulded bevelled border

Available Colors: Black

448 Comfort-Eze™ Antimicrobial
Features & Benefits
Antimicrobial formula resists most Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria
Offset bubble design on the top and bottom of the mat provides flex and enhances the ergonomic benefits
Durable rubber top surface easy to wipe clean using most hospital grade cleaners and disinfectants
All 4 sides feature a moulded bevelled border

Available Colors: Healthcare Green

Although intended for use in dry environments, the top surface design is easy to wipe clean and the durable rubber compound is highly resistant to many hospital grade cleaners and disinfectants so occasional spills can be cleaned up quickly and easily.
450 Ergo Evolution™

Features & Benefits
- High quality polyurethane - foam centre is soft yet supportive, thick outer skin protects against wear
- Closed cell foam construction will not absorb liquids
- Provides barrier against cold floors
- Ergonomically designed bubble top surface to maximize fatigue relief
- Beveled edges on all 4 sides to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- Stain and chemical resistant surface easy to clean with common detergents and water
- Eco-friendly polyurethane blend does not contain hazardous chemicals, plasticizers, phthalates, or lead-based colors - made without the use of ozone-depleting fluorocarbons

Available Colors: Black

461 SkymasterHD® Ramp Nitrile

Features & Benefits
- 100% nitrile rubber
- Bevelled edges prevent tripping
- Allow inside and outside corners
- Available in black and yellow
- For smart safety bevelling solutions to minimize risk of tripping

Available Colors: Black, Yellow

The SkymasterHD® Ramp Nitrile is designed for use with the SkymasterHD® family of floor mats and provides a bevelled edge for easy access onto or off of the work platform. Made from a 100% nitrile base rubber compound these ramps are made for heavy duty dry industrial environments. All ramp lengths fit the male/female interlocking system of the mats.
470 Marble Sof-Tyle™

Features & Benefits
- Heavy-duty rubber marble-pattern top surface
- Smooth attractive surface easy to sweep clean
- Combined with dense closed cell foam base utilizing NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology
- UniFusion™ bond guaranteed for the life of the mat – See warranty for details
- Sloped bevelled edges to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- Certified by the NFSI (National Floor Safety Institute)
- RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage • Custom lengths available (2′, 3′, and 4′ widths)

Available Colors: Blue, Gray, Beige, Black, Walnut

474 Ergo Mat™

Features & Benefits
- Nitrile rubber blend top surface for added comfort, durability, and chemical resistance
- Corrugated ribbed surface texture provides added traction and is easy to sweep clean
- Combined with dense closed cell foam base utilizing NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology
- UniFusion™ bond guaranteed for the life of the mat – See warranty for details
- Sloped bevelled edges to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage
- Custom lengths available (2′, 3′, and 4′ widths)

Available Colors: Black
**477 Woodgrain Sof-Tyle™**

**Available Colors:** Cherry, Oak

**Features & Benefits**
- Smooth faux woodgrain vinyl top surface resists staining and easy to clean
- Dense closed cell foam base for comfort
- Bonded together using NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology - Bond guaranteed for the life of the mat (See warranty for details)
- Sloped bevelled foam on all 4 undersides for easy access onto and off of mat
- RedStop™ non-slip backing technology - eliminates mat slippage on smooth surface floors
- Custom lengths available (3’ width)
- Woodgrain Sof-Tyle™ is the perfect anti-fatigue mat for dry environments where aesthetic appeal is a consideration such as upscale business environments, hotel lobbies, reception areas, office buildings, and retail stores.

**Available Colors:** Cherry, Oak

---

**479 Cushion Trax®**

**Available Colors:** Gray, Black, Black/Yellow

**Features & Benefits**
- Long-lasting vinyl top surface made from 100% recycled materials
- Diamond-plate surface texture provides added traction
- Combined with dense closed cell foam base utilizing NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology
- UniFusion™ bond guaranteed for the life of the mat – See warranty for details
- Sloped beveled edges to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- Certified by the NFSI (National Floor Safety Institute)
- RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage
- Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, 4’ and 5’ widths)
- Splicing option available for custom widths
- A uniquely engineered non-slip backing technology that eliminates the slipping and sliding of floor mats on smooth surface flooring such as tile, wood, marble, and treated concrete.
480 Pebble Trax™

**Features & Benefits**
- Resilient rubber top surface resists sparks from welding
- Pebble-embossed surface texture provides added traction and is easy to sweep clean
- Combined with dense closed cell foam base utilizing NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology
- UniFusion™ bond guaranteed for the life of the mat – See warranty for details
- Sloped beveled edges to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage
- Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, and 4’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Black

---

481 SkymasterHD® o-Curve™ Ramp Nitrile

**Features & Benefits**
- 100% nitrile rubber
- Bevelled edges prevent tripping.
- Available in black and yellow.
- For smart safety bevelling solutions to minimize risk of tripping

**Available Colors:** Black, Yellow
Features & Benefits

**482 Bubble Trax™**
- Long-lasting vinyl top surface
- Bubble top surface texture provides added cushioning comfort
- Combined with dense closed cell foam base utilizing NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology
- UniFusion™ bond guaranteed for the life of the mat – See warranty for details
- Sloped beveled edges to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage
- Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, 4’ and 5’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Black

---

Features & Benefits

**490 Dura Trax™**
- Nitrile rubber blend top surface for added comfort, durability, and chemical resistance
- Made from 100% recycled materials
- Diamond-plate surface texture provides added traction
- Combined with dense closed cell foam base utilizing NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology
- UniFusion™ bond guaranteed for the life of the mat – See warranty for details
- Sloped beveled edges to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- Certified by the NFSI (National Floor Safety Institute)
- RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage
- Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, and 4’ widths)

**Available Colors:** Black, Yellow
**520 Cushion-Lok™**

**Features & Benefits**
A tough PVC based workstation mat made from 100% recycled materials (black only)
Porthole drainage system removes liquids and debris from worker platform
Raised footing design elevates the worker out of the spillage
Six-inch wide bevelled ramps are available to eliminate trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of the work platform
Stock size mats have bevelled edges permanently affixed on 3 sides for a true workstation mat
Also available in an HD (Heavy-Duty) version with a reinforced bottom surface design for handling extreme weights

**Available Colors:** Black, Black/Yellow

---

**522 Cushion-Lok™ w/ Grip-Step®**

**Features & Benefits**
A tough PVC based workstation mat made from 100% recycled materials (black only)
Thick gritted top surface layer for extremely slippery environments
Porthole drainage system removes liquids and debris from worker platform
Raised footing design elevates the worker out of the spillage
Six-inch wide bevelled ramps are available to eliminate trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of the work platform
Stock size mats have bevelled edges permanently affixed on 3 sides for a true workstation mat
Also available in an HD (Heavy-Duty) version with a reinforced bottom surface design for handling extreme weights

**Available Colors:** Black, Black/Yellow
531 Safety Grid™

**Features & Benefits**
- Duckboard design constructed of resilient vinyl
- Creates an elevated platform keeping traffic away from moisture
- Top of rails features a saw-tooth design for added traction
- Custom lengths available (2', 3', and 4' widths)
- perfect choice for locker rooms, showers, and pool areas. The vinyl compound resists chemicals, while providing an anti-slip surface and basic fatigue relief.

**Available Colors:** Black/Yellow, Black, Gray, Blue
**539 Web Trax™**

**Features & Benefits**
- Industrial grade extruded PVC
- Oil and grease resistant
- Antibacterial treated materials for healthier and safer environment
- UV resistant
- Free of: DOP, DMF, Silicone, Heavy metals, Ozone depleting substances
- Custom lengths available (3’, 4’ widths)
- Web Trax™ is a multi-functional vinyl floor mat that can be used in a variety of wet applications. The wave pattern design creates a slip-resistant walking surface that increases traction on wet and slippery floors. Antibacterial treated PVC material prevents the growth of fungi or bacteria while the open structure design allows for easy draining of liquids. The industrial grade PVC compound also provides greater resistance to caustic chemicals, oils, and greases.

**Available Colors:** Blue, Grey

---

**543 Cushion-Tred™**

**Features & Benefits**
- Made from a heavy-duty resilient rubber compound
- A nitrile version is also available for use in food processing applications
- Flexible cushioning design provides maximum comfort
- Large hole configuration facilitates drainage and resists clogging
- Note: Mat has squared, not bevelled edges.
- Connector strips available to link multiple mats together creating a larger work platform

**Available Colors:** Black, Red
Features & Benefits
100% Nitrile rubber compound withstands many common industrial cutting fluids, oils and chemicals
Large hole configuration facilitates drainage and resists clogging
Raised studs on top surface add traction
Coloured bevelled borders are permanently affixed to the mat and are available on 3 or 4 sides
Borders made from 100% nitrile rubber - same as the mat

Safety Stance® is made from a grease resistant rubber compound to withstand many of the more commonly found industrial cutting oils and chemicals. Particularly well suited for wet or dry work areas, Safety Stance® features a large hole drainage system with a mini-diamond studded top surface to minimize slippage.
550 Cushion-Ease®

Features & Benefits
Made from a heavy-duty rubber compound
A unique multi-nib support design offers exceptional fatigue relief and aeration
Large hole drainage system keeps moisture and debris away from the worker platform
Easy to snap together modular matting system for on-site custom configurations
Optional nitrile rubber ramps available for trip-resistant platform (551 M.D. Ramp System®)
Available in 2 versions:
Black grease resistant mat - carries a 1-year warranty
Red grease-proof mat with extra nitrile content - carries a 3-year warranty
Can be mixed and matched with any of the Cushion-Ease® family mats
Red version manufactured with MicroStop™ anti-microbial rubber compound - inhibits growth of bacteria and fungi

Available Colors: Black, Red

551 M.D. Ramp System®

Features & Benefits
The M.D. Ramp System™ is designed for use with the Cushion-Ease® family of floor mats and provides a bevelled edge for easy access onto or off of the work platform.
Made from a 100% nitrile base rubber compound M.D. Ramps also come in a wide variety of specialty rubber compounds to match the properties of the various Cushion-Ease® products such as fire retardant, anti-bacterial, and brake fluid resistant. All ramp lengths fit the male/female interlocking system on the mats and are bevelled and melded with metered corners and a protruding tab that locks together the two adjoining ramps for a secure, professional corner. Square edges can be achieved by trimming off the mitre using the cut line on the bottom of the ramp.

Available Colors: Black, Orange, Yellow, Terra Cotta

556 Cushion-Ease® Solid

Features & Benefits
Made from a heavy-duty rubber compound
A unique multi-nib support design offers exceptional fatigue relief and aeration
Solid top design with an anti-slip surface texture
Easy to snap together modular matting system for on-site custom configurations
Optional nitrile rubber ramps available for trip-resistant platform (551 M.D. Ramp System®)
Available in 2 versions:
Black grease resistant mat - carries a 1-year warranty
Red grease-proof mat with extra nitrile content - carries a 3-year warranty
Can be mixed and matched with any of the Cushion-Ease® family mats
Red version manufactured with MicroStop™ anti-microbial rubber compound - inhibits growth of bacteria and fungi

Available Colors: Black, Red
Features & Benefits
Made from a heavy-duty rubber compound
A unique multi-nib support design offers exceptional fatigue relief and aeration
Solid bubble-top design for added ergonomic comfort
Anti-slip surface texture
Easy to snap together modular matting system for on-site custom configurations
Optional nitrile rubber ramps available for trip-resistant platform (551 M.D. Ramp System)
Can be mixed and matched with any of the Cushion-Ease® family mats

Available Colors: Black

Features & Benefits
Made from a heavy-duty rubber compound
A unique multi-nib support design offers exceptional fatigue relief and aeration
Solid bubble-top design for added ergonomic comfort
Anti-slip surface texture
Easy to snap together modular matting system for on-site custom configurations
Optional nitrile rubber ramps available for trip-resistant platform (551 M.D. Ramp System)
Can be mixed and matched with any of the Cushion-Ease® family mats

Available Colors: Black, Red

Cushion Ease Solid™ ESD is an Electro Static Discharge (ESD) protective mat that is formulated to drain static electricity from workers to safeguard against static shocks and protect equipment. A rubber, anti-slip pebble top surface provides excellent traction. The 3’ x 3’ snap together tiles allow for easy, on-site customization. This mat is compatible with our patented MD-Ramp System™.

Features & Benefits
ESD static dissipative
High quality natural rubber
Easy to assemble and customize
Anti-slip pebble surface
Attachable bevels
Sanitop® is made from a durable rubber compound designed to withstand harsh chemicals while creating a slip resistant surface. An alternating large and small hole drainage system channels liquid and debris away from the work area further enhancing the traction of the mat. Moulded in bevelled edges on all four sides eliminates trip hazards. Sanitop® offers a simple, economical solution for wet environments in many industrial or food service applications.

Sorb Stance™ is the first modular anti-fatigue mat designed specifically for combined use with a sorbent pad in environments where pooling liquids can create a safety hazard. Made from a 100% Nitrile rubber compound, Sorb Stance™ is extremely resistant to chemicals, cutting fluids, oils and greases commonly found where sorbent pads are used. This unique mat offers anti-fatigue relief utilizing a raised footing system design on the underside of the mat that provides cushioning comfort and aeration.
The **590 Master Flex™ D23** modular rubber mat tile has an open octagonal construction with large drainage holes and a thickness of 1 inch. The Master Flex™ D23 system offers all the benefits of a matting tile that is easily installed, rearranged or replaced. What makes it revolutionary is the interlocking system that creates a durable and completely seamless connection that can be effortlessly installed. The 20 in x 20 in tiles cover sizeable areas easily and can be assembled on-site for installation in recessed frames in large entrances. Made from a durable natural rubber compound that is inherently resilient, anti-slip and withstands the heaviest foot traffic. The mat has excellent adherence and adapts to any surface while the raised studs underneath allow water to easily drain through, keeping the surface clean and dry.

The **Master Flex™ system** offers all the benefits of a matting tile; it is easily installed, rearranged or replaced. What makes it revolutionary is the interlocking system that creates a durable and seamless connection that can be effortlessly installed without glue. The 591 Master Flex™ C23 matting system comes with our durable Master Trax™ carpet inserts. The 20 in x 20 in tiles cover sizeable areas easily and can be assembled on-site for installation in recessed frames in large entrances. This product is made from a durable natural rubber compound that is inherently resilient, anti-slip and withstands the heaviest foot traffic. The mat has excellent adherence and adapts to any surface while the raised studs underneath allow water to drain through, keeping the surface clean and dry.

The **592 Master Flex™ D12** modular rubber mat tile has an open construction with small drainage holes. The Master Flex™ system offers all the benefits of a matting tile; it is easily installed, rearranged or replaced. What makes it revolutionary is the interlocking system that creates a durable and seamless connection that can be effortlessly installed without glue. The 592 Master Flex™ D12 modular rubber mat tile has an open octagonal construction with large drainage holes and a thickness of 1 inch. The Master Flex™ D23 system offers all the benefits of a matting tile that is easily installed, rearranged or replaced. What makes it revolutionary is the interlocking system that creates a durable and completely seamless connection that can be effortlessly installed. The 20 in x 20 in tiles cover sizeable areas easily and can be assembled on-site for installation in recessed frames in large entrances. Made from a durable natural rubber compound that is inherently resilient, anti-slip and withstands the heaviest foot traffic. The mat has excellent adherence and adapts to any surface while the raised studs underneath allow water to easily drain through, keeping the surface clean and dry.

**Designed for pedestrian traffic. Not suitable for carts with extremely heavy loads.**

The **593 Master Flex™ C12** matting system can be completely personalized with a large selection of carpet inserts in a variety of colors. The Master Flex™ system offers all the benefits of a matting tile that is easily installed, rearranged or replaced. What makes it revolutionary is the interlocking system that creates a durable and seamless connection that can be effortlessly installed without glue. The 20 in x 20 in tiles cover sizeable areas easily and can be assembled on-site for installation in recessed frames in large entrances. This product is made from a durable natural rubber compound that is inherently resilient, slip resistant and withstands the heaviest foot traffic. Based on the unique design of the Oct-O-Flex™, the outdoor rubber mat scrapes shoes to stop dirt, grit and grime from entering the building with small drainage holes that are EU compliant for public entrances. Its smooth surface makes it suitable for wheeled access including: carts, wheelchairs, suitcases, etc. Designed for pedestrian traffic. Not suitable for carts with extremely heavy loads.
Oct-O-Flex™ is a heavy duty outdoor entrance mat made with tough SBR rubber to remain flexible and withstand extreme cold and the harshest of weather conditions. The unique design has holes to drain water and debris away from the entrance, while the smooth top surface and beveled edges on all four sides make it wheel chair and cart friendly. A raised knobbled underside combined with the weight of the mat helps to eliminate mat movement. Oct-O-Flex™ is the perfect choice for outside high traffic areas such as schools, retail stores, hospitals, nursing homes, or any other area where cart or wheelchair traffic is common. Designed for pedestrian traffic. Not suitable for carts with extremely heavy loads.

Oct-O-Flex™ Connectable is a heavy duty outdoor entrance matting system that can be used for large entryways or recessed wells. Made with tough SBR rubber, Oct-O-Flex™ Connectable remains flexible even in extreme cold and can withstand the harshest of weather conditions. A connecting system can be used to link multiple mats together to cover larger areas, while a unique large hole drainage system carries water away from the walking surface. Oct-O-Flex™ Connectable begins the scraping process removing dirt and debris from shoes before it's tracked inside. Designed for pedestrian traffic. Not suitable for carts with extremely heavy loads.
Diamond Flex-Lok™ is a high-performance modular matting system that combines the durability and toughness of an industrial mat with true ergonomic support and comfort. The ergonomic properties of Diamond Flex-Lok™ are the result of a multi-tiered footing design that elevates the mat off the floor, creating air pockets that allow the mat to flex with the weight of the worker. A large hole drainage system facilitates the removal of liquids and debris from the work area while a pronounced raised diamond pattern on the mat surface, and an inverted-V pattern on the ramps provide additional traction. Diamond Flex-Lok™ is manufactured from 100% recycled PVC for greater resistance to industrial chemicals, cutting fluids, oils and greases. A unique interlock system that comes apart only when you want it to allows for easy reconfiguration.

Diamond Flex-Lok™ Solid is a high-performance modular matting system that combines the durability and toughness of an industrial mat with true ergonomic support and comfort. The ergonomic properties of Diamond Flex-Lok™ Solid are the result of a multi-tiered footing design that elevates the mat off the floor, creating air pockets that allow the mat to flex with the weight of the worker. The solid-top design has a pronounced raised diamond pattern on the mat surface, and an inverted-V pattern on the ramps to provide additional traction. Diamond Flex-Lok™ Solid is manufactured from 100% recycled PVC for greater resistance to industrial chemicals, cutting fluids, oils and greases. A unique interlock system that comes apart only when you want it to allows for easy reconfiguration.
Niru® Cushion-Ease® is a high performance modular anti-fatigue matting system made with a 100% Nitrile rubber compound. Providing unmatched durability and performance in harsh wet environments, the Nitrile rubber offers greater resistance to a variety of commonly found caustic chemicals, cutting fluids, animal fats, oils, and greases. Large holes provide excellent drainage and aeration leaving a dry, clean work area. All Cushion-Ease® mats have a male/female interlocking system and are compatible with NoTrax® M.D. Ramps for easy on-site custom configurations and trip-resistant platforms. Niru® Cushion-Ease® mats can be combined with other Cushion-Ease® family products. Also available in a fire retardant version (650SFR)

Niru® Cushion-Ease® (FR) is a fire retardant, modular anti-fatigue matting system made with a 100% Nitrile rubber compound.

The M.D. Ramp System™ (FR) is a fire retardant ramping system that is designed for use with the Cushion-Ease® family of floor mats. The addition of this product creates a bevelled edge for easy access onto or off of the work platform. All ramp lengths fit the male/female interlocking system on Cushion Ease floor mats. This product is bevelled and melded with mitred corners and a protruding tab that locks together the two adjoining ramps for a secure, professional corner. Square edges can be achieved by trimming off the mitre using the cut line on the bottom of the ramp.

The M.D. Ramp System™ is a brake fluid resistant ramping system that is designed for use with the Cushion-Ease® family of floor mats. The addition of this product creates a bevelled edge for easy access onto or off of the work platform. Made from a 100% nitrile base rubber compound. All ramp lengths fit the male/female interlocking system on Cushion Ease floor mats. This product is bevelled and melded with mitred corners and a protruding tab that locks together the two adjoining ramps for a secure, professional corner. Square edges can be achieved by trimming off the mitre using the cut line on the bottom of the ramp.
Diamond Flex-Lok™ is a high-performance modular matting system that combines the durability and toughness of an industrial mat with true ergonomic support and comfort. The ergonomic properties of Diamond Flex-Lok™ are the result of a multi-tiered footing design that elevates the mat off the floor, creating air pockets that allow the mat to flex with the weight of the worker. A large hole drainage system facilitates the removal of liquids and debris from the work area while a pronounced raised diamond pattern on the mat surface, and an inverted-V pattern on the ramps provide additional traction. Diamond Flex-Lok™ is manufactured from 100% recycled PVC for greater resistance to industrial chemicals, cutting fluids, oils and greases. A unique interlock system that comes apart only when you want it to allows for easy reconfiguration.
Niru® Cushion-Ease® Solid is a high performance modular anti-fatigue matting system made with a 100% Nitrile rubber compound. Providing unmatched durability and performance in harsh environments, the Nitrile rubber offers greater resistance to a variety of commonly found caustic chemicals, cutting fluids, animal fats, oils, and greases. The solid-top version has a textured surface for added traction and is easy to sweep clean. All Cushion-Ease® mats have a male/female interlocking system and are compatible with Notrax® M.D. Ramps for easy on-site custom configurations and trip-resistant platforms. Niru® Cushion-Ease® Solid mats can be combined with other Cushion-Ease® family products. Also available in a fire retardant version (656SFR).

Cushion-Ease® ESD Dissipative (Perforated) and Cushion-Ease® ESD - Dissipative (Solid)

Available Colors: Black, Black/Yellow

Cushion-Ease® ESD Dissipative static control floor mats are part of the Solutions™ family of products. This specially formulated rubber floor mat is designed to drain static electricity from the worker safeguarding sensitive machinery and delicate circuitry. Large holes provide excellent drainage and aeration when used in wet environments leaving a dry, clean work area. All Cushion-Ease® mats have a male/female interlocking system and are compatible with Notrax® M.D. Ramps for easy on-site custom configurations and trip-resistant platforms. Cushion-Ease® ESD mats can be combined with other Cushion-Ease® family products.
662 Cushion-Ease® Antibacterial (Perforated)

Part of the Solutions™ family of products, the Cushion-Ease® Antibacterial mat is specially formulated to inhibit the growth of fungus and bacteria. The base rubber compound is 100% Nitrile and provides the highest degree of resistance to many commonly found chemicals, cutting fluids, animal fats, oils, and greases. Large holes provide excellent drainage and aeration leaving a dry, clean work area.

663 Cushion-Ease® Brake Fluid Resistant (Perforated)

Part of the Solutions™ family of products, the Cushion-Ease® Brake Fluid Resistant mat is made with a 100% EPDM rubber compound that allows it to withstand the harshest wet environments where brake fluids, chemicals, cutting fluids, animal fats, oils, and greases are often found. A large hole drainage system facilitates the removal of liquid and debris for a dry, safe work area. In addition, the Cushion-Ease® Brake Fluid Resistant mat has fire retardant and antimicrobial properties for use in the most extreme applications.

664 Cushion-Ease® ESD - Conductive (Perforated)  
665 Cushion-Ease® ESD - Conductive (Solid))

Cushion-Ease® ESD Conductive static control floor mats are part of the Solutions™ family of products. This specially formulated rubber floor mat is designed to drain static electricity from the worker safeguarding sensitive machinery and delicate circuitry. Large holes provide excellent drainage and aeration when used in wet environments leaving a dry, clean work area. The solid-top version has a textured surface for added traction and is easy to sweep clean.

Available Colors: Black
Safety Trax™ are slip resistant pads that can be affixed to surfaces such as inclines and ramped walkways to increase friction and provide a safer walking surface. Safety Trax™ is embedded with silicon carbide particles for aggressive traction and the pressure adhesive backing allows for easy “peel and stick” installation.

730 V-Groove Corrugated Runner™ - Vinyl

The 730 model of the V-Groove Corrugated Runner™ is made from a durable vinyl compound that features a rib-tooth design to improve traction. The vinyl runner protects floors, creates a barrier to cold flooring substrates, and has a silencing effect over noisy tile. The low profile matting allows for easy on/off cart traffic and can also be used as a liner for maintenance and tool carts.

735 Round Rib Runner

The wider spaced 735 rounded rib design of this vinyl runner allows for easy clean-up while providing sure footing and floor protection. Made of durable vinyl, this runner has a low profile allowing for easy on/off cart traffic.

Available Colors: Black, Brown, Grey

737 Diamond Plate Runner

The high profile diamond-embossed top surface offers exceptional non-directional traction. Made of durable vinyl, this runner is easy to sweep clean and has a low profile allowing for easy on/off cart traffic. Diamond Plate Runner is recommended for applications where safety and slip protection is needed with minimal anti-fatigue value such as aisles, warehouses, vending areas, and industrial passageways.

Available Colors: Black/Yellow, Black, Grey
742 Bubble-Top Runner
Bubble-Top Runner is made from a durable heavy-duty vinyl compound. The bubble-top design offers added traction and ergonomic support in dry work areas. Bubble-Top Runner is available in rolls and custom lengths providing floor protection and a barrier to cold floors.
Available Colors: Grey, Black, Black/Yellow

750 V-Groove Corrugated Runner™ - Rubber
The 750 model of the V-Groove Corrugated Runner™ is made from a long-lasting rubber compound that features a rib-tooth design and provides sure footing and floor protection. It also creates a barrier to cold flooring substrates, and has a silencing effect over noisy tile. The low profile matting allows for easy on/off cart traffic and can also be used as a liner for maintenance and tool carts.
Available Colors: Black

755 Niru® Versa Runner®
Made from a 100% Nitrile rubber compound, Niru® Versa Runner® is designed to withstand harsh chemicals, greases, oils, and animal fats while creating a slip resistant work surface. Slotted perforations allow for drainage and a scraper-rib design runs side-to-side on the mat for added traction. The ribbed underside enhances the anti-fatigue value of the mat and also helps to channel liquid away from the work area. It’s low profile allows for use in areas with high cart traffic.
Available Colors: Black, Orange, Gray, Red

758 Niru® Knob-Top Runner™
Made from a 100% Nitrile rubber compound providing the highest degree of resistance to many industrial chemicals, greases, oils, and animal fats, Niru® Knob-Top Runner® is designed for safety and traction. Its low profile allows carts to roll over the mat with ease. Niru® Knob-Top Runner® is reversible further extending the service life of the mat making it the perfect product for industrial and food service applications where a continuous length of comfort and anti-slip matting is needed.
Available Colors: Black, Orange, Gray, Red
769 Clear Trax™

Clear Trax™ is a durable heavy-duty clear PVC runner that protects carpet from debris and moisture in heavy traffic areas without sacrificing the aesthetic appeal of the underlying carpet. A ribbed top surface provides traction and is easy to sweep clean, while mini-spikes on the underside of the mat grips the carpet and minimizes mat movement. Clear Trax™ is recommended for use on loop-pile carpeting.

**Available Colors:** Clear

---

770 Marble-Top Runner

Marble-Top Runner is made from a tough rubber compound with a stylish marble pattern design. The smooth top surface is easy to sweep clean and it’s low profile allows for easy on/off cart traffic. Marble-Top Runner is available in rolls and custom lengths providing floor protection and a barrier to cold floors in areas where aesthetic appeal might be more of a consideration.

**Available Colors:** Blue, Grey, Beige, Black, Walnut

---

780 Pebble-Top Runner

The Pebble-Top Runner is made with a resilient rubber compound and a pebble-embossed surface providing long-lasting traction and floor protection for a variety of industrial applications. Available in rolls and custom lengths, this runner is the perfect product for long warehouse and store-room aisle ways creating a barrier to cold floors.

**Available Colors:** Black

---

783 Sof-Tyle™ Antimicrobial

The Sof-Tyle™ Antimicrobial anti-fatigue floor mat combines a durable vinyl top surface with a closed cell foam backing that provides the ultimate in comfort and ergonomic support for workers required to stand for extended periods of time. An EPA registered antimicrobial agent that inhibits the growth of most Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria and fungus is manufactured directly into both the vinyl top surface and the foam backing. This ensures that the antimicrobial properties won’t wear-off over time like many post applied topical agents. Like all Notrax® laminate floor mats, Sof-Tyle™ utilizes RedStop™ non-slip backing technology which keeps the mat from moving on smooth surface flooring that is commonly found in these environments. Although intended for use in dry environments, the vinyl top surface is easy to wipe clean and the closed-cell foam backing will not absorb fluids so occasional spills can be wiped up quickly and easily without soaking into the mat.

**Available Colors:** Healthcare Green
825 Cushion-Stat™ w/Dyna-shield®
Cushion Stat™ is a dissipative/anti-static mat made from a Notrax® exclusive Dyna-Shield® PVC sponge, specially formulated to absorb static electricity keeping sensitive electronic circuitry safe from damage. Cushion-Stat™ with Dyna-Shield® is manufactured with a tough protective top layer that increases the strength of the product and provides long lasting wear. The non-directional pebble embossed top surface is easy to clean and provides excellent traction.
Available Colors: Brown, Black, Grey, Black/Yellow

826 Diamond Stat™
Diamond Stat™ is a dissipative/anti-static mat designed to absorb static electricity. The mat drains static electricity from the worker keeping sensitive circuitry from being damaged. The durable vinyl diamond-plate design provides non-directional traction, and is easy to clean. The top surface is combined with a dense closed cell foam base utilizing Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology virtually eliminating the possibility of de-lamination. Like all Notrax® laminate floor mats, Diamond Stat™ utilizes RedStop™ non-slip backing technology which keeps the mat from moving on smooth surface flooring.
Available Colors: Black

830 Switchboard Matting
Non-conductive switchboard matting is designed to provide insulation for the worker. Made from a PVC compound, the mat prevents the worker from being grounded, thereby eliminating the possibility of electrical shock. The corrugated saw-tooth top surface provides increased traction and is easy to sweep clean.

Available Colors: Black, Black/Yellow

831 Diamond Switchboard Matting
Diamond Switchboard Matting is a non-conductive floor matting made from a PVC compound, designed to provide insulation for the worker. The mat prevents the worker from being grounded, thereby eliminating the possibility of electrical shock. The diamond plate top surface provides increased traction, and is easy to sweep clean.

Available Colors: Black, Black/Yellow
834 Military Switchboard Mat - Type 1
This heavy-duty matting meets the MIL-DTL-15562G specification for insulating, switchboard matting, and sheet floor covering and is approved for use by the Department of the Navy and all Departments and Agencies of the Department of Defense. This non-conductive floor mat is made from a vinyl compound, designed to provide insulation that prevents the worker from being grounded, thereby eliminating the possibility of electrical shock. Military Switchboard Matting - Type I is fire retardant, and it's smooth marble-look top surface is easy to sweep or mop clean.

Available Colors: Green, Blue

835 Military Switchboard Mat - Type 2
Features & Benefits
Electrically Insulative Type 2 PVC compound
Fire retardant
Smooth surface - Easy to sweep or mop clean
Each square foot of this matting is tested in conformance with MIL-DTL-15562G specifications:
Class 2 Di-electric Strength: 30,000 volts
Proof test of 20,000 volts
Recommended maximum use voltage: 3,000

Available Colors: Black, Blue

836 Military Switchboard Mat - Type 3
Features & Benefits
Electrically Insulative Type 3 PVC compound
Slip resistant, Fire retardant
Diamond-plate surface - Added traction
Each square foot of this matting is tested in conformance with MIL-DTL-15562G specifications:
Class 2 Di-electric Strength: 30,000 volts
Proof test of 20,000 volts
Recommended maximum use voltage: 3,000

Available Colors: Grey

850 Niru® Cushion-Ease® GSII™
850 Niru® Cushion-Ease® GSII (FR) is a fire retardant

Diamond Switchboard Matting is a non-conductive floor matting made from a PVC compound, designed to provide insulation for the worker. The mat prevents the worker from being grounded, thereby eliminating the possibility of electrical shock. The diamond plate top surface provides increased traction, and is easy to sweep clean.

Available Colors: Black
The Cushion-Lok™ Solid-Top Series is a tough PVC based workstation mat for dry applications where anti-fatigue and anti-slip properties are a necessity. The PVC construction makes it especially resistant to chemicals found in harsh environments. The individual mats can be combined with bevelled ramps making it the perfect solution for custom configurations as well as standalone mats. The 920 floor mat can be interlocked with the 520 (perforated) series for a truly customized configuration.

Available Colors: Black, Black/Yellow

922 Cushion-Lok™ Solid w/Grip-Step™

Features & Benefits

A tough PVC based workstation mat made from 100% recycled materials (black only)
Solid top mat that can be interlocked with the #520 Series or used as a standalone mat
The worker is elevated on a series of traction blades that provides sure-footing and comfort
Thick gritted top surface layer for extremely slippery environments
Six-inch wide bevelled ramps are available to eliminate trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of the work platform
Stock size mats have bevelled edges permanently affixed on 3 sides for a true workstation mat
Also available in an HD (Heavy-Duty) version with a reinforced bottom surface design for handling

Available Colors: Black, Black/Yellow

856 Niru® Cushion-Ease® GSII™ Solid

856 Niru® Cushion-Ease® GSII Solid (FR) is a fire retardant

GSII™ technology offers the ultimate in durability and performance in the harshest environments
100% Nitrile rubber compound for unmatched resistance to commonly found chemicals, cutting fluids, oils, greases, and animal fats
Silicon Carbide grit surface provides long lasting traction
A unique multi-nib support design offers exceptional fatigue relief and aeration
Solid top design
Easy to snap together modular matting system for on-site custom configurations
Optional nitrile rubber ramps available for trip-resistant platform (551 M.D. Ramp System)
Can be mixed and matched with any of the Cushion-Ease® family mats
Also available in a fire retardant version (856SFR)

Available Colors: Black, Black/Yellow

922 Cushion-Lok™ Solid w/Grip-Step™

Features & Benefits

A tough PVC based workstation mat made from 100% recycled materials (black only)
Solid top mat that can be interlocked with the #520 Series or used as a standalone mat
The worker is elevated on a series of traction blades that provides sure-footing and comfort
Thick gritted top surface layer for extremely slippery environments
Six-inch wide bevelled ramps are available to eliminate trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of the work platform
Stock size mats have bevelled edges permanently affixed on 3 sides for a true workstation mat
Also available in an HD (Heavy-Duty) version with a reinforced bottom surface design for handling

Available Colors: Black, Black/Yellow
The Marble Sof-Tyle™ Grande™ anti-fatigue floor mat provides the ultimate in comfort and ergonomic support at a full ONE-INCH thick. The stylish smooth marble-pattern design complements any décor and the durable rubber top surface is easy to sweep clean or damp mop. The top surface is combined with a dense closed cell foam base utilizing Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology, virtually eliminating the possibility of de-lamination. All Notrax® laminate floor mats come standard with RedStop™, a uniquely engineered non-slip backing technology that eliminates the slipping and sliding of floor mats on smooth surface flooring such as tile, wood, marble, and treated concrete.

Available Colors: Blue, Grry, Beige, Black, Walnut

951 HD version offers a durable heavy-duty rubber bottom surface for long-lasting wear in the roughest environments

Features & Benefits

Designed for comfort and durability in extreme kneeling applications
For use on gravel, asphalt, concrete, dirty/oily surfaces, tile & wood flooring, metal grating, grass
Nitrile/PVC foam blend for the highest degree of resistance to oils and greases
Full 1” thick for the ultimate in comfort
Self-extinguishing, non-conductive, silicone free material
Built-in handle easy to carry or hang up

Available Colors: Black

The Ergo Mat™ Grande™ anti-fatigue floor mat provides the ultimate in comfort and ergonomic support at a full ONE-INCH thick. It has a rubber corrugated ribbed top surface that provides directional traction to reduce slips, and offers superior anti-fatigue support for applications where workers are required to stand for long periods of time. The top surface is combined with a dense closed cell foam base utilizing Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology virtually eliminating the possibility of de-lamination. All Notrax® laminate floor mats come standard with RedStop™, a uniquely engineered non-slip backing technology that eliminates the slipping and sliding of floor mats on smooth surface flooring such as tile, wood, marble, and treated concrete.

Available Colors: Black
970 Marble Sof-Tyle™ Grande™

The Marble Sof-Tyle™ Grande™ anti-fatigue floor mat provides the ultimate in comfort and ergonomic support at a full ONE-INCH thick. The stylish smooth marble-pattern design complements any décor and the durable rubber top surface is easy to sweep clean or damp mop. The top surface is combined with a dense closed cell foam base utilizing Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology, this virtually eliminates the possibility of de-lamination. All Notrax® laminate floor mats come standard with RedStop™, a uniquely engineered non-slip backing technology that eliminates the slipping and sliding of floor mats on smooth surface flooring such as tile, wood, marble, and treated concrete.

Available Colors: Blue, Grry, Beige, Black, Walnut

974 Ergo Mat™ Grande™

The Ergo Mat™ Grande™ anti-fatigue floor mat provides the ultimate in comfort and ergonomic support at a full ONE-INCH thick. It has a rubber corrugated ribbed top surface that provides directional traction to reduce slips, and offers superior anti-fatigue support for applications where workers are required to stand for long periods of time. The top surface is combined with a dense closed cell foam base utilizing Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology virtually eliminating the possibility of de-lamination. All Notrax® laminate floor mats come standard with RedStop™, a uniquely engineered non-slip backing technology that eliminates the slipping and sliding of floor mats on smooth surface flooring such as tile, wood, marble, and treated concrete.

Available Colors: Black

Features & Benefits
- Overall mat thickness is 3/4 inch
- Long-lasting vinyl top surface made from 100% recycled materials
- Diamond-plate surface texture provides added traction
- Combined with dense closed cell foam base utilizing NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology
- UniFusion™ bond guaranteed for the life of the mat – See warranty for details
- Sloped bevelled edges to reduce trip hazards and allows easy access onto and off of mat
- Certified by the NFSI (National Floor Safety Institute)
- RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage
- Custom lengths available (2', 3', 4' and 5' widths) • Splicing option available for custom widths

Available Colors: Grey, Black, Black/Yellow
977 Woodgrain Sof-Tyle™ Grande™

Features & Benefits

- Smooth faux woodgrain vinyl top surface resists staining and easy to clean
- Dense closed cell foam base for comfort
- Bonded together using NoTrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology - Bond guaranteed for the life of the mat (See warranty for details)
- Sloped beveled foam on all 4 undersides for easy access onto and off of mat
- RedStop™ non-slip backing technology - eliminates mat slippage on smooth surface floors
- Custom lengths available (3’ width)

Available Colors: Cherry, Oak

979 Saddle Trax™

Saddle Trax™ is a thicker, heavier and stronger anti-fatigue floor mat, engineered to meet the toughest requirements of today’s industrial applications. At a full ONE-INCH thick, it is the ultimate anti-fatigue product maximizing worker productivity and comfort. The durable vinyl diamond-plate design provides non-directional traction, and is easy to clean. The top surface is combined with a dense closed cell foam base utilizing Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology virtually eliminating the possibility of de-lamination. All Notrax® laminate floor mats come standard with RedStop™, a uniquely engineered non-slip backing technology that eliminates the slipping and sliding of floor mats on smooth surface flooring such as tile, wood, marble, and treated concrete.

Available Colors: Grey, Black, Black/Yellow

980 Pebble Trax Grande™

Pebble Trax® Grande™ is a full ONE-INCH thick anti-fatigue floor mat providing the ultimate in comfort and ergonomic support in dry environments. The pebble-embossed rubber top provides non-directional traction, is easy to clean, and resists exposure to sparks from welding. Made with a resilient SBR rubber compound, the top surface is combined with a dense closed cell foam base utilizing Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ technology virtually eliminating the possibility of de-lamination. All Notrax® laminate floor mats come standard with RedStop™, a uniquely engineered non-slip backing technology that eliminates the slipping and sliding of floor mats on smooth surface flooring such as tile, wood, marble, and treated concrete.

Available Colors: Black
Dura Trax Grande™ is a full ONE-INCH thick, heavy-duty anti-fatigue floor mat representing the ultimate in comfort and durability for today’s industrial environments. It combines a rubber top surface with a dense sponge backing utilizing the Notrax® exclusive UniFusion™ bonding process. The resulting finished product is virtually a single piece eliminating any possibility of de-lamination. The rubber top surface provides a noticeably softer and more comfortable work surface and a diamond-plate design offers greater slip resistance and is easy to sweep or mop clean. Like all Notrax® made laminate floor mats, Dura Trax Grande™ incorporates RedStop™ non-slip backing to eliminate mat slippage. Custom lengths available (2’, 3’, 4’ and 5’ widths).

Available Colors: Grey, Black, Black/Yellow

DND (Do Not Disturb) Mat - Foam
DND (Do Not Disturb) Mat - Printed

The DND foam mat is a visual notification mat intended for use in areas that are considered “no interruption” or “Do Not Disturb” zones. The bright red color immediately notifies co-workers that you are involved in a task that requires intense focus and concentration and should not be disturbed. Made from a 3/8” thick PVC foam, the DND foam mat offers ergonomic support and relief from leg and back pain. The lightly pebbled top surface offers traction and is easy to sweep clean.

Available Colors: Red
Superfoam® is a durable foam anti-fatigue mat designed especially for extreme ergonomic comfort. Made from a closed cell PVC Nitrile foam blend, Superfoam® does not absorb liquids and is highly resistant to greases, oils, and industrial chemicals such as cutting fluid. This allows it to be used in areas where occasional overspray and dripping occur.

Available Colors: Black

035 Skate-Spike Mat™

Skate-Spike Matting™ is a durable vinyl runner with a linear ribbed top surface that protects floors from spikes or skates.

Available Colors: Black

045 Weight Room Mat

This heavy-duty rubber mat absorbs the crush of free weights and exercise equipment while protecting the floor. The extra tough dense rubber compound keeps the mat from buckling or curling under extreme weight, while its textured top surface provides traction.

Available Colors: Black
Chemical Adhesive - 8 oz. bottle
An 8 ounce bottle of chemical adhesive used for on-site gluing together of modular rubber mats. Specially formulated for use with vinyl and rubber materials, the fast-drying adhesive eliminates the need for an adhesive activator. The chemical adhesive creates a permanent water-tight bond.

Anti-static Floor Mat Grounding Cord
This grounding cord is an accessory designed for use with anti-static floor mats. The mat is formulated to absorb static electricity keeping sensitive electronic circuitry safe. The grounding cord is affixed to the mat and routes the static electricity away from the worker to a common grounding point like the ground on an electrical wall outlet.

082 Splicing Kit
A kit consisting of a roll of vinyl patch material and a bottle of adhesive used for splicing together laminate mats on-site to create custom configurations and longer runs.
Contents: 5” x 10’ roll of vinyl patch material, small bottle of adhesive
For on-site splicing of blunt-cut laminate mats

083 Standard Bevelled Nosing
Features & Benefits
- Apply to carpet matting that is cut onsite for a factory-finished appearance
- Available in a variety of corresponding colors
- Nosing lip is adhered underneath mat and produces the 1” “factory-look” bevelled border
#083K Nosing Kit – includes 25 feet of Nosing, 4 ounce can of adhesive and 1 application roller
Available Colors: Black, Brown, Burgundy, Green, Blue

084 Heavy Duty Bevelled Nosing
Heavy-duty bevelled nosing is used to eliminate trip hazards by creating a gradual elevation on the straight cut edges of carpet mats. Apply HD bevelled nosing to carpet mats that are cut on-site for a factory-finished appearance. HD Nosing should be used with heavier weight mats that require a stronger than average border.
Available Colors: Black

085 Velcro® Carpet Anchor
Velcro® is used to eliminate the movement of vinyl-backed carpet mats when placed on loop pile carpeting. Individual self-adhesive strips of Velcro® (Male side) can be affixed to the underside of the mat to “anchor” it in place.

086 Vinyl Adhesive
Vinyl adhesive is used to attach bevelled nosing to unfinished ends of custom cut carpet mats to give them a factory-finished look. The adhesive comes in a 4 or 16 ounce can with a brush top applicator.

090 Mat Hold
Mat Hold is a self-adhesive mesh pad used to eliminate mat movement by gently adhering a mat to the floor. Typically used on smooth surface flooring, Mat Hold can also be used on carpeting. The light adhesive is re-positionable and will not leave behind any residue or stain the underlying floor or carpet.

096 Application Roller
An application roller is used for the on-site application of Velcro® and bevelled nosing. The roller provides even and consistent pressure to ensure proper adhesion.
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